As health-related big data research (HRBDR) has drastically increased over the last years due to the rapid development of big data analytics, a range of important ethical issues are raised. In this study, a systematic literature review was conducted. Several and interesting results emerged from this review. The term “big data” has not yet been clearly defined. The already existing ethical principles and concepts need to be revisited in the new HRBDR context. Traditional research ethics notions like privacy and informed consent are to be reconsidered. HRBDR creates new ethical issues such as those related to trust / trustworthiness and public values such as reciprocity, transparency, inclusivity and common good. The implementation of dynamic consent rather than broad consent is currently highlighted as the more satisfying solution. Ethical review committees in their current form are ill-suited to provide exclusive ethical oversight on HRBDR projects. Expanding Ethical Review Committees’ purview and members’ expertise, as well as creating novel oversight bodies by promoting a co-governance system including public and all the stakeholders involved are strongly recommended. The mechanism of “social licence”, that is, informal permissions granted to researchers by society, can serve as a guideline. High-stakes decisions are often made under uncertainty. Machine learning algorithms are highly complex and in some cases opaque, and may yield biased decisions or discrimination. Improved interdisciplinary dialogue along with considering aspects like auditing, benchmarking, confidence / trust and explainability /interpretability may address concerns about HRBDR ethics. Finally and most importantly, research ethics shifts towards a population-based model of ethics.
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Puesto que la investigación de datos masivos relacionados con la salud (HRBDR) ha aumentado drásticamente en los últimos años debido al rápido desarrollo de la analítica de los datos masivos, surgen una serie de cuestiones éticas importantes. En este estudio, se ha realizado una revisión sistemática de la literatura. El término «datos masivos» aún no se ha definido claramente. Los principios y conceptos éticos ya existentes deben ser revisados en el nuevo contexto de la HRBDR. Las nociones tradicionales de la ética de la investigación, como la privacidad y el consentimiento informado, deben reconsiderarse. La HRBDR genera nuevas cuestiones éticas, como las relacionadas con el crédito/confianza y los valores públicos, como la reciprocidad, la transparencia, la inclusividad y el bien común. Aplicar el consentimiento dinámico antes que el consentimiento amplio se destaca como una solución más satisfactoria. Los comités de revisión ética en su forma actual no son adecuados para proporcionar una supervisión ética exclusiva en los proyectos de HRBDR. Se recomienda vivamente ampliar el ámbito de actuación de los comités de revisión ética y la experiencia de sus miembros, así como crear nuevos órganos de supervisión mediante la promoción de un sistema de cogobernanza, que incluya a todas las partes interesadas y al público en general. El mecanismo de la «licencia social» (permisos informales otorgados a los investigadores por la sociedad) puede servir como guía. Las decisiones de alto riesgo a menudo se toman en situaciones de incertidumbre. Los algoritmos del aprendizaje automático son altamente complejos y en algunos casos opacos, pues pueden producir decisiones sesgadas o discriminación. La mejora del diálogo interdisciplinario, junto con la consideración de aspectos como las auditorías, las evaluaciones comparativas, la confianza y la explicabilidad/interpretabilidad, puede resolver las preocupaciones sobre la ética de la HRBDR. La ética de la investigación cambia hacia un modelo de ética basado en la población.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Health-related big data research (HRBDR) has drastically increased over the last years due to the rapid development of data science and big data analytics. The development of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) technology contributed substantially to the growth of HRBDR. “Big data in healthcare originates from different sources, including biological and social determinants, health records, environmental signals, habits, and behaviors”, “telemedicine, electronic health records, wearable, implantable, injectable and ingestible medical devices, health mobile apps, and the application of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to health settings”¹. More particularly, “telemedicine and telehealth services expanded significantly in recent years, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. In our everyday life, “the collected information used in Big Data analysis comes from everywhere: grocery shopping, pharmacy purchases, doctor visits, cars, online shopping, and even the robots used to clean our floors. Even more disturbing is that most of this information is collected without any permission”². In this perspective, the philosopher Dennett in an interview published in Financial Times Weekend has expressed his strong concerns about the increasing transparency of our everyday life, and said, “Every human institution, from marriage to the army to the government to the courts to corporations and banks, religions, every system of civilisation is now in jeopardy because of this new transparency.” “The “membranes” protecting these institutions have been permeated and we are emerging into a world where it is near-impossible to keep secrets.” “People haven’t really


come to grips with the fact that it's not just personal privacy that matters, it's also institutional privacy".3

Furthermore, "AI applications are gaining ground in complementing even the most knowledgeable or skilled professionals".4 We should bear in mind that “data shapes the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI)".5

A range of important ethical issues are raised by the growth of HRBDR. Data analytics and artificial intelligence that are transforming health care and research can give rise to significant ethical concerns.

In this study, we attempted a far-reaching literature review of the ethical issues that are raised by the growth of HRBDR, while being as concise as possible in reporting our findings.

1.2. Definition of Big Data

Importantly, the notion “big data” has not yet been clearly defined.6 Lenca et al. provide a comprehensive definition of what is meant by the term big data: "Big data trends in biomedical and health research enable large-scale and multi-dimensional aggregation and analysis of heterogeneous data sources, which could ultimately result in preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic benefit".7 Ristevski and Chen state that “big data analytics is a “promising process of integrating, exploring and analysing of large amount complex heterogeneous data with different nature: biomedical data, experimental data, electronic health records data and social media data”. Several authors include in the definition of big data some terms that start with V (Vs). However, the number of Vs is not the same in the various definitions of big data. Belani et al. state that big data is defined by “three Vs": volume, velocity and variety.8 Dereli et al. state that “all characteristics of big data” are “summed up in” “Five Vs": Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity, Valorization9. Baird and Schuller state: “…with Veracity (i.e., habitual truthfulness) being one of the 5 Vs (e.g., Velocity, Volume, Value, Variety and Veracity) for defining truly Big Data".10 Ristevski and Chen state, “The term big data is described by the following characteristics: value, volume, velocity, variety, veracity and variability, denoted as 6 “Vs”".11 Khan et al. state: “There exist various approaches that are addressing issues and challenges of Big Data with the theory of Vs such as 3 V’s, 5 V’s, 7 V’s etc. The objective of this work is to explore and investigate the status of the current Big Data domain. Further, a comprehensive overview of Big Data, its characteristics, opportunities, issues, and challenges have been explored and described with the help of 51 V’s".12 Furthermore, Ristevski and Chen state, “Veracity refers to the data quality, relevance, uncertainty, reliability and predictive value, while variability regards about consistency of the data over time. The value of the big data refers to their coherent analysis, which should be valuable to the patients and clinicians".13 Baird and Schuller reasonably argue that “although true Big Data is said to need Veracity, the reality of this is sometimes different, with large-scale data often showing particular biases toward clustered demographics".14
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1.3. Big data and personalized medicine

"Personalized medicine means that "one size fits all" is replaced with the "right drug" for the right patient and at the right time". Personalized medicine "focuses on tailoring treatment to suit the patient's unique biological characteristics and genetic makeup". It is a new perception of medicine, according to which, "inter-individual genetic differences help diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of a health-related condition". For instance, "big data and digital health tools can streamline the detection of early signs of cognitive decline". Personalized medicine makes use of "physical, cyber, and social data obtained from a variety of devices, including; wearables, Electronic Medical Records, and the Internet of Things (IoT)".

HRBDR is expected to improve the development of the so-called personalized therapeutic and preventive interventions. Cirillo and Valencia highlight that "big Data are radically transforming Personalized Medicine" and "Multi-omics, images, device data, and electronic health records represent the main big data types in biomedical research". In a study published in 2018 it is stated that while in the last few years the development of health care systems based on the so-called Personalized Medicine has received a great attention, a common and adequate European regulatory framework is lacking. The regulatory framework for HRBDR and the regulatory framework for Personalized Medicine are conceptually distinct albeit strictly related and overlapping entities.

1.4. Ethical notions and framework revisited

A range of important ethical issues are raised by the growth of HRBDR. Most importantly, algorithms may cause discrimination or medical errors. In this context, the already existing ethical principles and concepts need to be revisited in the new HRBDR contexts where the existing regulatory landscape is fragmented. To that effect, several regulatory frameworks have been proposed. Public and individual interests must be properly balanced in the context of health data processing, which

Überall and Werner-Felmayer put it best in saying "Moreover, rapid translation into products for the global health market is based on marketable views on health and disease that in turn affect basic research through, for example, funding policies and the research questions being asked. Along with this, biological reductionism is revived fuelling simplified understandings of the genotype phenotype relationship in terms of biology and the human dimension in a broader sense, as well as visions of achieving human perfection through novel biotechnologies". "In current biomedicine, omics technologies drive systems-oriented modes of research to achieve a more holistic and personalized view of health and disease. This shift in scientific approach co-occurs with an era of biocapitalism characterized by markets for biomaterial (e.g., DNA, cells, and tissues) as exploitable resources, high-throughput technologies as tools, and "Big Data" as currency".

It should be noted that pharmagogenomics and the so-called next-generation sequencing (NGS) boosted the so-called "personalized medicine" or "medicine of precision". According to the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) personalized medicine is relying on pharmagogenomics.

---
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is a matter of public interest. Already in 2017 it is stated in the literature: “ACE Ethics Committee presented a symposium session at the 2016 Epidemiology Congress of the Americas in Miami on the evolving complexities of ethics and epidemiology as it pertains to “big data”.”

“Three topic areas were presented: the policy implications of big data and computing, the fallacy of “secondary” data sources, and the duty of citizens to contribute to big data. A balanced perspective is needed that provides safeguards for individuals but also furthers research to improve population health”.

Big data analytics is a very promising process. The European Commissioner for Health and Food Safety at the European Parliament states: “Big data has enormous potential to advance medical research, bring about greater innovation in healthcare, and improve the overall performance of health systems.”

Belani et al. regard big data as an ecosystem in the health care context. Importantly, “in the era of precision medicine, the translation of research findings into targeted therapies depends on the availability of big data.”

Precision healthcare is a promising branch, “where the right individual and public intervention is available for the right patient or population at the right time.” Importantly, AI can extract health-related information by combining data unrelated to health, e.g. collected through social media or wearable devices. Ferretti, Lenca and Velarde state that this may “challenge traditional research principles such as data privacy, informed consent, scientific validity of research, risk assessment, and distribution of benefits”, as well as “the very notion of human participants which involves physical interaction with research participants”. Furthermore, the authors state that “new research methods and technological developments” “introduce new epistemic challenges related to the assessment of scientific validity, technological reliability, accountability, fairness, and transparency.”

It should be highlighted that HRBDR raises ethical issues not only for patients or data subjects, but also for researchers and other members of society. The rapid development of HRBDR challenges the already existing (and rooted in the predigital era of HRBDR) ethical safeguards for health – related research, such as informed consent, privacy, confidentiality, fair subject selection, and minimal risk. The already existing safeguards ethical safeguards for health – related research are of limited help and need to be adapted to the new research contexts. Further, the rapid growth of HRBDR gives rise to a growing number of new ethical issues such those related to trust / trustworthiness and public values such as reciprocity, transparency, inclusivity and common good.

Favaretto and Shaw et al. state that the increasingly developed HRBDR technology not only exacerbates traditional research ethics issues such as informed consent, but also creates new ethical issues e.g. regarding privacy, confidentiality, data security such as protection of data against unauthorized access, protection and anonymiza-
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tion, accuracy and accountability in the use algorithms, and discrimination including exacerbation of healthcare inequalities\textsuperscript{39}. “The potential for broad linkage...jeopardizes social rights such as health care, welfare, housing, employment, education, and equal treatment”\textsuperscript{40}. HRBDR is not unlike epidemiology research ethics, which calls for respect for traditional research ethics principles and values like 1) autonomy and informed consent, 2) the principle of minimizing harms while maximizing benefits, 3) the principle of justice in terms of fair distribution of burdens and benefits, 4) privacy, 5) ensuring trust and confidentiality, and 6) ensuring scientific robustness\textsuperscript{41}. Note that HRBDR projects may have high failure rate, for instance due to creating rigid/seamless projects or setting unachievable goals. Besides, it is of great importance that “Big data can be sold for financial gain for commercial enterprise”\textsuperscript{42}. However, to the extent that the HRBDR-related ethical issues represent something novel, additional ethical analysis may be required\textsuperscript{43}. For instance, ethical analysis including the risks of discrimination, especially group stigma, and the “challenge of high-stakes decision-making under uncertainty” may be required to be conducted \textsuperscript{44}. The big data era involves not only uncertainties, but also ignorance. It is reasonably argued that “in the big data era, we must be aware of new ways that stored data can cause harm as ways they can confer benefit”\textsuperscript{45}. Ferratti et al. reasonably argue that it is ethically questionable and should be considered “whether and when big data projects using deidentified data from public databases should require IRB approval, what counts as “public data,” what constitutes “minimal-risk” in data-driven projects, and which novel ethical safeguards, if any, are required to ensure ethical big data research”\textsuperscript{46}.

In addition, other concerns that are associated with HRBDR involve “difficulties in allowing access to individuals with limited resources” and the fact that “evidence shows that data query mediation is full of errors and is laborious thus, affecting the reliability of research”\textsuperscript{47}. In that regard, it is to be noted that health informational technology can make healthcare safer. For instance, it can facilitate healthcare providers to make better decisions, do the right thing and avoid errors. However, poor health providers’ interaction with informational technology can give rise to errors which may be made worse by machine errors\textsuperscript{48}.

Ultimately, it should be highlighted that the future of the HRBDR ethics remains still hardly predictable. Car et al. are “realistic that concerns remain about privacy, equity, security, and benefit to all” and “will continue for decades to come”\textsuperscript{49}. To that effect, lenca and Ignatiadis state “Given their transformative nature, it is still largely unclear how AI-driven approaches to the study of the human brain will...affect normative instruments in neuroethics and research ethics”\textsuperscript{50}.

2. Methods

2.1. Design

A search according to the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines was carried out attempting to locate a wide range of literature relevant to the aims of the study.

2.2. Information sources

Additional articles were identified through other sources.

2.3. Eligibility criteria

Papers were included if they were: 1) Published in peer reviewed journals; 2) Written in the English language; or if they 4) Contained data involving essential or important knowledge relevant to the aims of the study.

Papers were excluded if data were published in a way that data relevant to the aims of the study could not be deciphered from overall reported data. Furthermore, papers were excluded if they: 1) Reported data on the topic of interest which, however, do not make substantial contribution to the review; 2) Were focused purely on presenting, analysing and interpreting scientific data, which however were not related directly or indirectly to our research questions.

2.4. Study selection and data extraction

The documents identified through database searching were screened to identify documents that might meet the inclusion criteria. Therefore, the relevant documents were read through carefully. Titles, abstracts and full texts of the records were screened by the author.
of this study who selected those assessed as eligible for further analysis according to the inclusion / exclusion criteria. Reference lists and citations of eligible articles were also screened and reviewed for additional papers. The literature database searching resulted in a total of 47 documents. Forty two records screened after duplicates removed and titles screened. Additional records identified through screening of reference lists (n=26). Besides, additional records identified through other sources (n=11). At the end 69 articles that assessed as eligible for review according to the inclusion / exclusion criteria were retained for further analysis (see flow chart over systematic review process, Fig. 1).


3. Results
3.1. The concept privacy and privacy protection

Mooney et al. put it best in saying “formal definitions of privacy have been inconsistent, from “the right to be left alone” in 1890 to the late 1960’s idea that privacy amounted to control over the information one produces to more recent notions defining non-intrusion, seclusion, limitation, and control as separate categories of privacy”51. In the era of health-related big data research the privacy landscape has been changed. HRBDR has further complicated the concept of privacy, which is a “broad concept, and difficult to define categorically”52. In that connection, Mooney et al. state that emerging technologies such as GPS, drones, or social media may shift the generally accepted ethical standards regarding privacy53. The availability of big data and the rapid development of health-related big data research have given rise not only to ever-growing, but also diversifying privacy concerns among the public54. Indeed, the access and transmission of information has become much easier in the HRBDR context due to advancements in technology55. The use of data anonymization, access control, and cryptographic techniques can prevent data privacy breaches56. “Anonymization occurs when no one ever knows the individual’s identity”57 Confidentiality is “information that is only available to authorized individuals” and “can be assured when privacy is attained”58.

However, anonymization (de-identification) is not a sufficient firewall to reassure privacy in the context of HRBDR. Sufficiently skilled offenders can re-identify anonymized data59. In that regard, it is argued that developing technical methods to better address the privacy concerns, such as de-identification methods that are less adequate that the current ones, is becoming increasingly challenging in the HRBDR context60. Furthermore, high risk of disclosure of sensitive personally identifiable information may be due to inadvertent disclosure, e.g. by the use of online tools61. Moreover, “big data expands the pool of information, further increasing the vulnerability to re-identification”62. “Deductive disclosure”, namely, “merging two datasets that are each successfully anonymized may result in a dataset in which subjects can be personally identified”63. When datasets “are combined with internet search queries, social network data, or even facial recognition, anonymity can be easily lost”64. Althobaiti states that “cross-referencing of data with other databases” and “long-life span of certain anonymized datasets” may significantly increase the risk of de-identifi-
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Indeed, cross-referencing multiple databases is a new route for breaching privacy. "Deductive disclosure" may be facilitated by high dimensionality of data. For instance, "high dimensionality of the – omics data means, that there have many more dimensions or features than the number of samples". It is noticeable that even when people do not know things about others, they make inferences about them. This is a subtle issue. However, it is of great importance in the context of HRBDR.

Protecting the privacy and confidentiality of patient data requires the adoption of security safeguards and data confidentiality protections. Not surprisingly, there has been a shift "from only assessing privacy to investigating risks". To address security- and privacy-related ethical challenges in the HRBDR context, “the big data analytics software solutions should use advanced encryption algorithms and pseudo-anonymization of the personal data.”

To harmonize the regulations and standards that are used to protect privacy and provide more security to the health information that is secured in the electronic health records, there have been proposed various encryption algorithms. Encryption and blockchain are efficient privacy-preserving technical measures to reassure data security and thereby sustain the trust of potential data subjects in science. Blockchain technology helps to overcoming some of the privacy challenges. Moreover, the ideal of controllability needs not only the implementations of blockchain technology, but also the so-called differential privacy, namely, providing "algorithms and IT infrastructures that make coarse-grained data available while keeping information on individuals private.”

Given that “big data is commonly, stored in centralized infrastructures which limit transparency”, Baird and Schuller state that “democratic, decentralized (i.e., peer-to-peer blockchain-based) approaches” are necessary. Baird and Schuller state that “through social-media (which is in some sense a decentralized network for communication) group morality is developed”. Furthermore, the authors highlight that “a more transparent and open platform makes masking potential network biases a challenge”. Moreover, it is highlighted the “interdisciplinarity in AI research”. From the literature overview that was conducted by Baird and Schuller, emerged that in the AI research context, “incorporating multiple disciplines in the discussion appears to be more prominent with those promoting decentralized AI”. Interdisciplinarity contributes to tackling “ethical concerns relating to; (i) integration, (ii) selection-bias, and (iii) trust.”

Various regulations, standards and strategies are used to protect privacy and provide more security to the health information that is secured in the electronic health records. These regulations and standards must be harmonized to avoid inconsistencies between them. To that effect, there have been proposed various encryption algorithms. “The theme of administrative safeguard is the first safeguard that comprise of relevant techniques like performing audits, employing an officer in charge of information security, and coming up with contingency plans.”

Individual privacy cannot be entirely protected, especially in the HRBD context. However, it would be helpful if the associated risks are further understood and all the stakeholders involved in a research project are secured that eventual privacy violations will be prosecuted accordingly.
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Furthermore, the degree of privacy-justified secrecy cannot always be easily determined. Price et al. state that "while too little privacy raises concerns it is also true that too much privacy in this area can pose problems". Not surprisingly, the same holds for the ethical considerations surrounding Personalized Medicine. For instance, "privacy-justified secrecy can erode trust in already-opaque big-data innovations". "The basic harm of privacy overprotection is the brakes it puts on data-driven innovation". Privacy protection limits both data aggregation and innovative data use. In addition, it should be highlighted that "...privacy-focused ethical oversight may be insufficient to address other challenges raised by big data".

Ending up, this section of the study that provides information about the concept of privacy and privacy protection should not come to an end without including some reflections about the new concept of pseudonymization which has been included by the GDPR and changes the paradigm between the formula of anonymization v. new forms of dynamic consent (see below). The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), namely, the new EU-wide data protection law with tough provisions, explicitly introduces pseudonymization of personal data as one of the de-identification procedures to lessen the chance that identifiers, either alone or in combination, could lead to identification of a data subject. Article 4 of the GDPR provides that the pseudonymization is "the processing of personal data in such a way that the data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, as long as such additional information is kept separately and subject to technical and organizational measures to ensure non-attribution to an identified or identifiable individual". The processing of personal data in such a manner allows data processors to use personal data for purposes different from those for which they were originally intended without violating privacy laws. Pseudonymization involves removal of all direct and many indirect identifiers, namely, identifiers that may identify a data subject if combined with additional data points. As some indirect identifiers may remain after removing identifiers, pseudonymization is not anonymization and is not intended to preclude any other measures of data protection (Recital 28). Although under the GDPR encryption is not mandatory, GDPR repeatedly highlights the importance of using "appropriate technical and organizational measures" of personal data security.

Ultimately and most importantly, the GDPR, in Recital 26 considers whether a procedure of "reidentification is reasonably likely to be used...to identify the natural person directly or indirectly" (emphasis added). In a case of pseudonymization, if the remaining indirect identifiers do not pose high risk of identifying a data subject, reidentification could not be regarded as reasonably likely to occur. This indicates that the GDPR provides flexibility to some extent.

Note, however, that it is not always easy for data processors to implement pseudonymization properly and effectively, especially in the context of modern clinical research. To illustrate this point, a study recently published by van Gastel et al. is worthy to be mentioned here. The authors state, "In practice, there are a number of constraints on how pseudonimisation can be applied. There are a number of sources these constraints originate from: biological data properties, from standard practices such as how to handle incidental findings, and how bio samples are handled. This is especially the case of larger studies, such as the called Personalized Parkinson Project, which conducted by the authors, where "participants are monitored during a longer period of time and are (re-)invited for multiple interviews and examinations". van Gastel, Jacobs and Popma
suggested “an advanced form of pseudonymization”, which they called “Polymorphic Encryption and Pseudonymisation” and used “in a large cohort study on Parkinson’s disease, called Personalized Parkinson Project”97. According to the authors, the proposed form of pseudonymization, that is, the so-called “Polymorphic Encryption and Pseudonymisation”, is “a stronger form of pseudonymisation based on asymmetric encryption, in such a way that enables sharing of data amongst different researcher groups, while not relying on a third party for pseudonymisation”98.

3.2. Data sharing policies

Data sharing policies is a topic that needs to be explored in connection with the issue of privacy and privacy protection. Importantly, sharing data policies are not unproblematic policies. Murtagh et al. “argue that three key structural features are foundational for practising responsible data sharing: independence and transparency; interdisciplinarity; and participant-centric decision-making”99. Deverka et al. conducted public deliberations in the U.S. recruiting deliberants from diverse geographic areas of the country. Deliberants “expected robust data security and the protection of privacy as a fundamental condition for sharing data”100. Ensuring a robust, independent and transparent data access process especially for the most complex and sensitive research resources serves as a safeguard to ensure the right to privacy. The role of independent research ethics committees is highlighted101. Note, however, that there are not homogenous share decision policies. A review conducted by Barbui revealed a split between top medical journals’ policies regarding data sharing. There were identified journals that “do not require any statement to be published along with the study report on the possibility to access the raw data”, journals that “encourage data sharing and require a formal statement describing the conditions under which raw data are accessible”, and journals that require “full availability of all data underlying the findings described in published study reports”102.

Ultimately, it is noticeable that the problematic of sharing data in the HRBDR context touches upon the eternal philosophical debate on the fundamental concepts of good and right. Hummel and Braun highlight that promoting the good through data sharing practices, that means, making health data available, can considerably compromise the right. The authors notice that while contributing to HRBDR shows solidarity and promotes the common good, it can also “compromise privacy, social equality, and fairness”. Furthermore, they state that “solidarity and justice share certain features, but also differ in crucial respects”103. As data sharing is made at the expense of the right, there is a need for aligning the good and the right in the HRBDR context, i.e. by reducing the so-called “algorithmic injustice”104.

3.3. The concept of ownership

Ownership can be described as, “… both the possession and responsibility for information”105. It is arguably stated that the ownership of genetic data “is not a straightforward issue” in the HRBDR context106. Indeed, the notion of ownership of information has become increasingly vague and questionable in the context of HRBDR107. Furthermore, it should be noted that in the context of HRBDR more than one person are involved in the data creation process108.

Already in 2017 Salerno et al. stated that “individuals in a health care system have a reciprocal duty not...”109...
to oppose, and perhaps even to facilitate the credible collection and analysis of their data and information for their own treatment and that of others who follow them." Note, however, that intense feelings of social solidarity and the concept of collective altruism exert moral pressure on people for contributing data. This may be ethically questionable. Furthermore, and most importantly, data subjects' insufficient control over their highly sensible health-related information is a disincentive for people to contribute their data. At any rate, to get people contribute data, they may be given something in return for it. While this coercive offer is in line with the principle of reciprocity, it remains questionable whether it is ethically justified or unacceptable practice. Some years ago Prainsack et al. proposed “an approach to governance that recognises people’s willingness to participate in a public research biobank…moving beyond overly restrictive and burdensome, exclusively autonomy-based governance towards governance that is reflective of people's willingness to accept costs to assist others”.

In a similar vein, Dankar et al. argue for a solidarity/community-based governance in which solidarity urges people to be willing to engage in risky activities such as accepting high levels of risk and uncertainty for the benefit of others. Responsible data governance that includes protection of privacy and confidentiality, and respect for the “agreed and anticipated parameters” enhances the trustworthiness of the research in the eyes of the public. Not surprisingly, trust is reported as a significant predictor of people’s willingness to contribute their data. Public trust is particularly crucial for ensuring support for HRBDR, especially for longitudinal studies.

3.4. The concept of “minimal risk”

For the US jurisprudence, the ethical standard “minimal risk” is meant as harm or discomfort not greater than what is inherent in routine clinical practice. Other countries’ regulations define it in a more stringent manner, thus making “broad consent” difficult to be applied. Not only normative, but also conceptual ad-
justments are required for making the standard “minimal risk” applicable to HRBDR ethics\textsuperscript{127}.

At any rate, the concept of minimal risk is difficult to be defined in the HRBDR context. Importantly, in studies involving “seemingly innocuous” data, for instance data which are collected from publicly available platforms, e.g. social media, the “risk of re-identification is potentially greater than minimal risk”\textsuperscript{128}. Furthermore, “...Hysyder and colleagues (2014) in their target article suggest that risk assessment should be, part of HSR ethics review, but we respectfully emphasize, given the very dynamic “five V” attributes of big data, uncertainty, ignorance, and at times black swan events will and ought to be considered in the course of a sound big data HSR ethics review”\textsuperscript{129}. “Black swans are rare outlier events with massive impacts on society, which cannot be predicted a priori, especially because they have no precedence, and consequently fall outside usual cognitive imaginative capacities and expectations. For instance, the earthquake in Japan on March 11, 2011, for example, can be considered a “black swan” event\textsuperscript{130}.

3.5. The concept of “data subject”

Moreover, HRBDR has blurred the concept of “human subject”, which has been shifted towards the concept of data subject in the new research context\textsuperscript{131}. HRBDR has changed the dynamics between researchers and participants. “Big data, together with modern analytic methods used to interpret the data, creates novel dynamics between researchers and participants”\textsuperscript{132}. In line with US law and research tradition, projects that do not directly involve human subjects, e.g. projects that involve non-identifiable data or publicly available data, are regarded as being exempted from the purview of Research Ethics Review Committees (ERCs)\textsuperscript{133}.

3.6. New informed consent

Furthermore, in the HRBDR context there is an important consent-related ethical challenge. Data subjects are not cognizant of their participation in new studies with goals which were unknown at the time of the original data donation. Indeed, in studies involving data from million subjects, specific informed consent is impractical to obtain and re-obtain\textsuperscript{134}. In the HRBDR context it has become unfeasible to pre-define “an array of future uses on the dataset limits creativity”\textsuperscript{135}. Future research is surrounding by uncertainty. As a consequence, the data subjects become particularly vulnerable to potential risks related to HRBDR. This consent-related challenge leaves an ethical gap and heightens the already existing uncertainty\textsuperscript{136}. Besides, research ethics shifts towards a population-based model of ethics. Ballandyne is correct in stating that “Shifting from a research ethics perspective to a public health lens brings a different set of issues into view”, including the question “who has legitimate decision-making capacity?”\textsuperscript{137}. Furthermore, as mentioned above, in studies involving “seemingly innocuous” data the “risk of re-identification is potentially greater than minimal risk”\textsuperscript{138}. Hibbin et al. in their study cite number of scholars who do not espouse the opinion that social media data fulfill the definition of human participation research\textsuperscript{139}. Hibbin et al. state that this remains “an ongoing live issue in the literature”\textsuperscript{140}. Furthermore, Hibbin et al. state, “However, different views on the publicly available nature of SM [social media] platforms and the perceived privacy of SM users present an ethically gray area for research ethics committees (RECs) charged with ensuring that research using SM data is conducted responsibly and ethically”\textsuperscript{141}.
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Conventional informed consent models in their current shape appear “ill suited” for large-scale HRBDR projects that involve large-scale health-related data, structured or unstructured.142.

Tiered informed consent is one of the new forms of consent that have been proposed as alternative to the traditional specific informed consent. “Tiered consent procedures allow potential participants to at least partly tailor their consent preferences around general categories”143. Compared to the model of broad consent (see below), in tied consent “the participant is able to be more specific about the uses that she is consenting to”144.

“Tiered informed consent can address many...challenges by providing sufficient information about intended specimen/data use, storage, and opportunity to withdraw from the study; and ensuring that participants can individually select a level of specimen and/or data sharing with which they are comfortable by responding to a series of specific questions that address different levels of use and onward specimen/data sharing145. Tiffin writes that “tiered consent provides individuals with the autonomy to participate in a study at a risk level with which they are comfortable, whereas broad consent demands exposure to maximum risk in order to participate”146. The author observes that “tiered consent is variously described as too difficult and time-consuming to explain to participants—especially where translation is required, too difficult to capture and store electronically, and too difficult to query when assembling data sets for secondary use. Further, the author comments: “The reluctance to promote tiered consent seems to entrench the ideology that ‘one size fits all’”147. To implement tiered consent, participants should “have the heterogeneity, individuality or imagination that might lead one participant to choose to share their data and biospecimens in all future research”148. Tiered consent seems to have not gained great acceptance in the research context.

To address this problem, scholars developed the alternative form of broad consent, which gained acceptance in the research context. Broad consent, as understood by Mikkelsen et al., “is consent obtained at the time of enrolment in the biobank against a background of assurances about the overall scope and aims of the biobank as well as its governance”149. In this point of view, it is widely accepted that data which are collected from publicly available platforms, e.g. social media, can be used and re-used by researchers relying on a form of broad consent or consent waivers, without IRB approval150. Broad consent differs from blanket consent “as data subjects do not give permission for any use of their data but rather define in broad terms the purposes of use”151. At any rate, it is important to bear in mind that as the future research, namely, the secondary research is unspecified, broad consent cannot be entirely informed.

“Ethical approval for studies using broad consent includes mechanisms to ensure that those consents are respected and the expectations inherent in them are maintained, for example, explicitly stating which bodies can approve data and sample access”152. In that regard, it is important to bear in mind that in the AI context “Informed consent can be complex given uncertainties, fears, or even overconfidence about uses of AI”153. More precisely, while broad consent increases transparency, investigators need to consider whether adopting broad consent “may discourage research participation or engender unreasonable expectations regarding future return of results.” “IRBs and their institutions face additional challenges”154.
Ferretti et al. state that “the literature reports an increasing number of authors who are against the idea of a new consent form for big data studies”\textsuperscript{155}. Given the issues raised by broad consent and the fact that it requires initial face-to-face contact, seeking consent electronically could be an ethically satisfying alternative to traditional informed consent. eConsent is a flexible dynamic form of consent.

Dynamic consent is another approach to consent that claims to be consistent with the three pillars of informed consent. It is based on digital interface and “ensures that face-to-face contact is not necessary for each renewal of consent”\textsuperscript{156}. “Dynamic consents are personalized online consent and communication platforms, and use modern IT to provide a communication channel between researchers and participants of a project. This allows consent documents to be tied to events in real-time, as they occur in the data life cycle. Such framework enables alerting individuals of new research opportunities, and allows participants to accept or decline participation in a research project if they match the research’s specific profile, moreover, it enables sponsors to conform their protocols to the dynamic privacy laws”\textsuperscript{157}. Importantly, Budin-Ljøsne et al. state that whilst “Dynamic Consent offers opportunities for ongoing communication between researchers and research participants” and “it is relatively easy to set up and maintain, its implementation will require that researchers re-consider their relationship with research participants...”\textsuperscript{158}. Furthermore, the authors argue that “With Dynamic Consent, informed consent is not restricted to a functional or legal instrument, but also becomes a social agreement between researchers and research participants”\textsuperscript{159}.

Dynamic / electronic consent protects the participant’s autonomy better than the well-discussed broad consent\textsuperscript{160}. Deverka et al. conducted public deliberations in the U.S. recruiting deliberants from diverse geographic areas of the country. Compared to the consent model of broad consent, consent models such as dynamic consent received more support from deliberants\textsuperscript{161}. Hummel and Braun state, referring to data sharing, that the ideal of controllability is in tension with the so-called “broad consent” and “motivates dynamic consent procedures which allow individuals to exercise continuous control”\textsuperscript{162}.

Nevertheless, dynamic / e-consent has some inherent problems, mainly related to the absence of personal interaction, namely, the absence of face-to-face contact. Participants may give up their consent without having fully understood and may be less likely to consent by signing out from the electronic platforms\textsuperscript{163}. Further, it is not easy to ensure that participants are the authentic to give their consent legitimately. Note that this can be addressed by using biometric identification technologies, which however, raise privacy-related ethical and legal issues\textsuperscript{164}.

eConsent conveys adequate information related to research and asks for documented informed consent, through electronic devices. eConent improves the participant’s comprehension and decentralizes democratizes the research project. In that connection, it is to be noted that studies have shown that “participants have discrepancies in their understanding of consent information”\textsuperscript{165}. eConsent enhances participant acceptance rate, reduces study drop-out, and enhances inclusion and diversity of study participants. While it is broadly implemented in USA, in Europe its implementation lags behind due to regulatory barriers, fragmentation and uncertainty. It is a flexible and dynamic consent, which can protect participants’ rights without compromising on the potential of research.

Ivanova and Katsaounis have recently proposed a novel tool: The dynamic real-time e-consent. “The e-consent system operates under GDPR and HIPAA (Health In...
The implementation of dynamic e-consent tools can improve the consent process and transparent accessibility to relevant clinical information. This dynamic real-time (DRT) e-consent provides an evolution of patients’ engagement in research and the ability to obtain real-time longitudinal data, including clinical secondary data.

At any rate, McKeown et al. are correct in stating, “the consent for reuse issue is significant for three reasons in both the general context of health research and the specific context of where this is carried out via a data platform. First, understanding the aetiology of diseases requires their study longitudinally. Second, the apparent power of big data analytics derives from its ability to make novel predictive inferences across datasets about the interactions of disparate risk factors. Third, this iterative novelty limits what can be communicated to participants about the purposes for which their data may be used.”

Ultimately and most importantly, it should be highlighted that scholars propose novel mechanisms to be considered, such as “data portability rights”, or “electronic consent management mechanisms and participatory forms of data governance” to enable more effective data control on the part of data subject. Alternatives to the specific informed consent have been proposed through novel governance models in the HRBDR context, such as ownership-based governance, solidarity/community-based governance, and technical mechanisms that “attempt to perform data analysis in a privacy preserving manner without the need for consent.” Furthermore, advanced directives might safeguard the autonomy of data subjects in longitudinal HRBDR studies. Moreover, it is to be noted that human decision making is complex and affected by context and cognitive biases, combining emotion and reason. Health-related big data processing can promote individual autonomy by expanding knowledge and provide it to both health professionals and patients. However, health data misuse can facilitate misinformation, discrimination or stigmatization. “Lack of common platforms and cross-disciplinary languages to deal with increasing technical complexity are significant challenges”. “Also, can technology, data and analytical models alone capture human vulnerability, suffering, fears, hopes and potential? Evidently not.”

At any rate, it should be highlighted that “consent revocation is a necessary motivator for research participation.” Note, however, that “as current data is reused and shared with multiple research organizations over indefinite periods of time, it is complicating the issue of revocation significantly.” To that effect, it is argued that withdrawal only applies to future and additional usage of data and not to data involved in studies already underway.

3.7. Principle of justice - discrimination

Besides, it is reasonably argued that “the misuse of big data has demonstrably resulted in various forms of ethnic, gender and class discrimination.” Ferretti et al. state that “correlations arising from health-related big data analytics can be abused by various actors for unethical purposes such as discriminating against applicants to health insurance services or jobs based on health risk indicators.” Price et al. state that “A recent survey of clinical trial participants on the sharing of participant-level clinical trial data beyond genomic information found that “6.6% were “very concerned” and 14.9% were “somewhat concern” that “I could be discriminated against if the information was linked back to me”.” More precisely, in the machine learning / AI context there may be the so-called “algorithm-
mic discrimination”179. Algorithms can mirror or even amplify or exacerbate the health care inequalities and biases that already are existing across the global population180. This can be addressed with making algorithms more inclusive by testing them in various contexts181.

Algorithms’ potential to make biased decisions is a subject of controversy. Many people, including physicians, are of the opinion that algorithmic decisions are less biased than human decisions182. This assumption is based on the belief that algorithms, “unlike humans, decontextualize decision-making” and “are more likely than humans to treat everyone equally”. However, this perception may lead “people to endorse stereotypical beliefs that fuel discrimination and reduces their willingness to act against potentially discriminatory outcomes”183. We should bear in mind that algorithmic decision-making may yield biased decisions or discrimination if the underlying data used by the algorithm are not representative. Furthermore, AI can lead to discrimination, e.g. racial biased decisions, inadvertently or by using stigmatizing terms such as those flagging members of a race, e.g. blacks, or other social groups such as LGBTIQ+ communities, as more likely to do something negative, for instance to offend. Furthermore, it is to be noted that “unlike traditional software, the machine learning algorithms and the models AI uses to make decisions are highly complex and, in some cases, opaque….This lack of transparency is referred to as the ‘black box’ of AI”184.

Data science should serve the public interest and promote social justice. To this end, data science should reduce access asymmetries, discrimination and stigmatization, and improve the availability and quality of medical services. Therefore, inclusive and democratic deliberation is required. “Normative orders such as law and ethics should act as beneficial limit-setters and promoters of just, creative and innovative realities”185.

Furthermore, HRBDR raises justice-related ethical concerns. “In international collaboration involving low- and middle-income (LMI) countries, big data raises questions of justice in terms of allocation of resources in the health sector”186. Indeed, while in the LMI countries health resources are scarce, data collection and use may set limits to other health services, which however, may be a higher priority. On the other hand, the use of data can measure deficiencies and injustices in the healthcare system, thus increasing visibility of inequity in healthcare on a global scale187.

It is stated that if “participation is free, open, voluntary, and nondiscriminative of any resident” of a country, this may ensure “a fair distribution of risks and benefits to all research participants and the public at large”, and might address many concerns about justice including the fair distribution of burdens and benefits188.

3.8. Liability

Given that artificial intelligence systems become more and more autonomous and given the lack of transparency in artificial intelligence systems, it is very difficult to foresee undesirable consequences and assign liability to that system189. However, as medicine is much more than application of complex algorithms, human physicians should be thought of as being part of artificial intelligence teams190. To that effect, it is argued that there may be physicians with a key role in an artificially intelligent team that might be regarded as responsible for an error191. Schiff and Borenstein state that “physicians should be responsible for acquiring basic understanding of the AI devices they use and the types and likelihood
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of errors across subgroups, insofar as this information is available. Physicians should also be responsible for communicating relevant information to patients and health care teams and for adhering to use standards provided by device companies192. At any rate, currently the responsibility rests with the human physicians who must decide to follow or not a “decision” made from an algorithm193. Access decisions for potentially sensitive data, especially those involving complex societal values should not be made based on algorithms. To ensuring “reasoned and responsible” decisions, a human-mediated decision-making process is then required, with study participants being central to this decision-making, especially when it comes to longitudinal studies194. Ongoing consent dialogue is required195. However, we need to bear in mind the physicians’ propensity to favor suggestions from automated decision-making systems, namely, the risk of “automation bias”. That is to say, they tend to trust algorithms or machines more than themselves196.

3.9. Blurred and porous lines of distinction between: research and practice, facts and values, public and individual healthcare

HRBDR is increasingly blurring the lines of distinction between clinical care and research197. Metcalf and Crawford are correct in stating that “the iterative nature of algorithmically driven data analytics blurs the line between research and practice”198. Dankar et al. arguably state that “in this highly dynamic context, the lines between clinical and research practice are fading. Research in translational genomics is increasingly calling for the return of individual results back to participants and their physicians, thus challenging the traditional approach to consent even further”199. Furthermore, the authors state, “Multiple studies have deduced that the majority of participants would like to learn more about their genetic results (than is recommended). Further, they would like to decide what results to be returned. This complicates the ‘information’...”200.

The sharp line of distinction between scientific facts and human values has become highly porous in the context of HRBDR 201. HRBDR involves the use of AI. In the context of AI ethics, it is argued that “it is necessary to build tangible bridges between abstract values and technical implementations, as long as these bridges can be reasonably constructed”202. Furthermore, “AI ethics, conversely, turns away from the description of purely technological phenomena in order to focus more strongly on genuinely social and personality-related aspects”203. In that regard, it is to be noted that in the context of HRBDR “there is a need to move beyond “what the big data represents” to the “why it is so””204.

Althobaiti arguably states that “the provision of informed consent is one of the major challenges associated with public health surveillance. To strike a balance between protecting individual rights and pursuing societal welfare, consent from participants is essential”205. Furthermore, the author states that “there are several conditions under which conducting surveillance without obtaining explicit patient consent is ethically justifiable. However, this creates an ethical dilemma, especially at the intersection of public and clinical health ethics principles”206. While the clinical health ethics focuses on the four fundamental principles of ethics, namely, the principles of autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice, public health ethics focuses on population and community, namely, on public values and common good207.
3.10. The notion of “public interest”

Allen et al. arguably state that “there’s not really a good set of guidelines around what constitutes public interest”\(^{208}\). The currently unclear determination of the term “public interest” grows the financialization of HRBDR and public distrust in it. “In a political-economic environment where a clear determination of ‘public interest’ is lacking, growing commercial interests are increasingly structured around proprietary control of such data assets and the knowledge produced for the financialisation of biomedicine”\(^{209}\). Consequently, public distrust and resistance to national big data programmes in healthcare grows\(^{210}\). Allen et al. conducted a a qualitative research and found that while “some data custodians believed that it was their role to determine the public good of research projects”, “others regarded it as the role of the research ethics committee”\(^{211}\). Ultimately and most importantly, the authors put it best in saying “we do not see data custodians as having sole responsibility for establishing and maintaining social licence and in particular sole responsibility for determining the public interest. Even though some legislation gives the decision-making responsibility about public interest to the data custodian, social licence is more likely to be maintained if advice is taken from an ethics committee”\(^{212}\).

3.11. Addressing concerns relating to the use of AI

To tackle concerns relating to the ethics of AI involved in HRBDR, Baird and Schuller introduce four key aspects/considerations, which have an “inherent relation to data infrastructures”: “auditing, benchmarking, confidence and trust and explainability and interpretability”\(^{213}\). The authors argue that considering these aspects along with “improved interdisciplinary discussion” can mitigate “data-based AI ethical concerns”\(^{214}\). To make clear the aspects interpretability and explainability the authors state that “a distinction can be made, interpretability being methods for better understanding a machine learning architecture or data source (i.e., the how), and explainability being methods for understanding why particular decision were made”\(^{215}\). Furthermore, the authors state that “communicating AI to the general public may also see an improvement, which in turn will help to build trust”\(^{216}\). To that effect, the authors emphasize the role of various experts with various backgrounds. They state that “seamless integration of AI is necessary for its success and adoption by the general public. Aspects including cultural and environmental impact need to be considered, and various experts should provide knowledge on the target area”. Furthermore, the authors observed “that knowledge of selection-bias often requires contributions from experts with non-technical backgrounds”\(^{217}\).

3.12. Ethical governance of HRBDR

In addition, ethical governance of HRBDR is problematic. Importantly, formal regulation lacks, not suffices or is not applicable in the particular ecosystem HRBDR. Legal framework, guidelines and ethical oversight practices differ from country to country\(^{218}\). To reduce uncertainty, various stakeholders, such as scientific community, have developed nonbinding best-practice guidelines\(^{219}\). These are “soft-law” regulations. Soft regulations developed “in accordance with the requirements of an advanced democratic society” has been an appropriate regulatory framework for HRBDR\(^{220}\). Ferretti et al. “conducted a scoping review of soft-law documents and guidelines with the aim of assessing ongoing normative
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efforts that are proliferating” in the domain of HRBDR. The authors highlight that due to “fragmentation and heterogeneity of the current landscape of guidance documents” the uncertainty about the ethics review of HRBDR studies remains high despite the recommendations provided by the soft-law documents. In that regard, it should be highlighted that HRBDR is a “unique context where data come from ‘multiple sources, which are differently protected by the law’”. The soft-law documents recommended making efforts “to improve the ethics review process and formalize a coherent ethical review framework for the evaluation of big data projects”. Moreover, a literature review conducted by Barbui revealed the “fragmentation and heterogeneity” of the current guidance landscape. The review revealed that the data sharing policies of top biomedical journals “remain largely heterogeneous”.

Furthermore, as ERCs’ traditional mandate is “deeply rooted” in the “pre-digital era of biomedical research”, oversight mechanisms such as IRBs or ERCs in their current form are ill-suited to provide exclusive ethical oversight on HRBDR projects. “ERCs might still be faced with uncertainty when reviewing health-related big data studies”. To that effect, ad hoc criteria for ethically evaluating HRBDR projects are urgently proposed.

Moreover, the trust should be reassured, given that it is “an essential moral mechanism intrinsic to any ethical governance” of HRBDR. “Ethically robust guidelines for the collection and sharing of personal health data would facilitate big data research while maintaining public trust and protecting data subjects”. “In AI data...having confidence in the data results in deeper trust.”. “In this context, trust is a qualitative term, and...the term confidence typically refers to a quantifiable measure to base trust on”. Already in 2017 Salerno et al. state that “collecting and analyzing data and information should be performed with the purpose of improving population health”, and that “communities should trust the scientists who collect, analyze, and offer advice based on it”. Researchers “should work with communities to create new norms that include an expectation on the part of communities”. Besides, “protecting data from disclosure will require that we raise professional expectations of all parties who “touch” data.”

To that effect, the authors highlight the importance of “ensuring data security, preventing public disclosure of personal information and, generally, practicing responsible stewardship.” Public trust to HRBDR is essential for data contribution. Interestingly, Middleton et al. state, “Willingness to donate one’s DNA and health data for research is relatively low, and trust in the process of data’s being shared with multiple users (e.g., doctors, researchers, governments) is also low. Participants were most willing to donate DNA or health information for research when the recipient was specified as a medical doctor and least willing to donate when the recipient was a for-profit researcher. Those who were familiar with genetics and who were trusting of the users asking for data were more likely to be willing to donate”. In that regard, scholars provide some recommendations for future research governance.

### 3.13. Expanding ERCs’ purview

Ferretti et al. “conducted a scoping review of soft-law documents and guidelines with the aim of assessing ongoing normative efforts that are proliferating” in the domain of HRBDR. Documents recommended that the ERCs’ purview should be expanded to review additional
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kinds of studies in addition to those involving human subjects, such as studies that involve de-identified or publicly available data.  

3.14. Expanding ERCs members’ expertise

Furthermore, Ferretti et al. state that ERCs “are often composed of stakeholders (such as lawyers, physicians, nurses, and laypeople) who rarely have received formal training in computer or data science”, ERC members’ expertise should be further expanded “to account for the computational and ethical complexity of big data studies”. This may become even more important as HRBDR gets vastly more complicated, e.g. involving semi-supervised AI or hybrid intelligence, namely, a combination of human and machine intellect boosting each other. To that effect, various stakeholders, such as scientific community, have developed educational activities such as providing research ethics training to data scientists. In this respect it is to be noted that from a qualitative research conducted by Favaretto et al. emerged “absence of appropriate expertise among members of the boards, and lack of harmonized evaluation criteria between committees”. Favaretto et al. “argue for updating the expertise of board members and the institution of a consultancy model between researchers and ECs”. 

3.15. Creating novel oversight bodies

Complementary governance mechanisms such as data boards, data security committees, corporations or allied bodies may be used to “expand the bandwidth and sensitivity of ethical oversight” with the aim of securing a better oversight and governance of the HRBDR. “The creation of novel oversight bodies such as data boards was also proposed as an adaptive governance solution to the big data ethics conundrum”. Possible strategies include engaging research subjects and communities in the decision-making process or promoting a co-governance system. Rauter et al. emphasize that patients should be encouraged to participate in HRBDR projects at all steps of the process. Muller et al. reasonably argue that “actively integrating stakeholders into all the stages of data governance” can facilitate “co-creating what is considered as trustworthy”. Important ly, “building capacity and expanding competencies” of oversight bodies can “improve the credibility of IRBs from the point of view of researchers and will increase researchers’ willingness to undergo ethics review”. 

Terms such as ‘involvement’ or ‘participation’ may receive various interpretations, ranging from simple opt-in consent in participation to co-decision making. Indeed, “significant differences exist regarding the participatory dimension and degree of influence”. Beier et al. examined the crucial role of participatory concepts in the context of HBDR and identified three roles of patients/subjects in the HBDR context: the role of provider “of biomaterials and data”, the role of administrator “of their own research participation” and the role of “(co-)principal investigator”. Murtagh et al. is correct in stating, “in order to make responsible decisions, participant-centredness takes three forms: (1) respecting study participant expectations, (2) involving study participants in decision-making roles and (3) communicating the results of access decisions to participants (and others) in a format that is clear and accessible, for example, in plain language summaries”. Interestingly, in some countries, participants have become active stakeholders. Rauter et al. report that German Patient Organizations have become increasingly active stakeholders. 
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state that “an illustrative example of participants’ role as co-decision-makers is the recent Swiss initiative MI-
DATA”252. Furthermore, it is noticeable that while Beier et al. highlight the “current boom of appeals to ‘public engagement’” in the HRBDR context, they observed that references to patient or citizen participation and involvement in HBDR...are often vague, merely rhetorical, or oblivious to normative implications”253. Last, it is to be noted that while more patient involvement is ethically required, it does not make HRBDR projects “ethically acceptable”254.

To be effective, the integrated (hybrid) mechanisms of oversight, merging traditional with more innovative research review models, would review all stages of research and actively integrate all relevant stakeholders into all stages of data governance and ethical evaluation of HRBDR projects255. In that regard, Dankar et al. reasonably argue that “the oversight mechanism should maintain ethical controls throughout the continuum of data activities (data collection and data use)”256.

Ultimately, there are some requirements for participants’ involvement in research governance to be considered effective. More precisely, the authors place considerable emphasis on “socio-empirical research exploring lay persons’ moral views and attitudes regarding ethical issues”257. Note, however, that “research initiatives need to be transparent about the aim, extent and benefits of participation in order to avoid ‘participatory misconception’ resulting in misleading expectations of participants regarding their power”258. “Involvement of study participants in decision-making roles requires active work to ensure it is meaningful”259. For instance, a learning process that deepens their knowledge and understanding of governance issues is required260. To that effect, it is to be noted that “researchers often do not communi-
cate their work in ways which are clear or accessible to non-expert audiences”261. Furthermore, participant-centeredness means considering them more than research subjects, and brings not only study participants closer to the research, but also research and researchers closer to participants262. Deverka et al. conducted public deliberations in the U.S. recruiting deliberants from diverse geographic areas of the country. Deliberants sought transparent procedures for selecting community representatives to structure public participation in governance263.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that not only Research Ethics Committees, but also research teams and governance need to be interdisciplinary. The management and governance of the complex and sensitive HRBD sources, e.g. those including next-generation sequencing, and other ‘omics’ data, need to be interdisciplinary. A range of expertise from across different disciplines including research participants, with multiple subject positions, is required264. Robinson concludes that “the inclusion of a qualified, senior Health Information Manager in research teams and on institutional Human Research Ethics Committees would help to prevent potential problems”265.

3.16. The mechanism of “social licence”

Most importantly, the mechanism of “social licence” can serve as a guideline for ethical governance of HRBDR266. Social licence “describes whether a given data use is accepted by stakeholders”267. Furthermore, it is argued that “Social licence refers to the informal permissions granted to institutions...by members of the public to carry out a particular set of activities”268, which “go
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further than the requirements of formal regulation, towards voluntary adherence to social codes of trustworthiness and responsible behaviour. Allen et al. state "The concept of social licence is used to describe a privilege granted to an occupation or profession to do things other members of society are not allowed to do and which may not be morally acceptable in the wider society." Data custodians rely on social licence in order to support deviation from the usual norms of confidentiality.

Muller et al. argue that social licence may secure an alignment between all the stakeholders involved in HRBDR projects, e.g. patients, non-medical stakeholders, medical stakeholders, or public.

The use of the mechanism of social licence is of great ethical importance. Muller et al. state that "social licence grants moral liberties to researchers based on society's trust in their activities. Those liberties in turn demand trustworthiness, coming with duties to act in ethically acceptable ways. This is defined as behaviour that addresses concerns about data privacy and risk, and that promotes public values such as transparency, reciprocity, inclusivity, and the common good." That is to say that social licence may serve as a mechanism contributing to address HRBDR-related ethical issues, both rooted in the pre-digital era of biomedical research and newly appeared. The ethical issues that are rooted in the pre-digital era of biomedical research are adapted to the new HPBDR contexts.

Creating and maintaining "social licence" is an issue of great importance in the HRBDR context. Research governance play a crucial role "in providing moral legitimacy and securing social licence for medical research." Allen et al. highlight the role of data custodians in establishing and maintaining social licence. Interestingly, Carter, Laurie and Dixon-Woods conducted a qualitative research and identified three conditions for establishing social licence – reciprocity, non-exploitation and the public good. More precisely, the authors state, "Necessary—and hopefully sufficient—conditions for social licence include: (i) reciprocity, which must begin with sound two-way communication, (ii) non-exploitation, which must exclude the spectre of disempowerment, and (iii) service of the public good, which need not exclude a wealth agenda so long as there is confidence that research governance and information governance systems can hold researchers, and others with custodial responsibility for medical information, to account." In that connection, it is to be noted that Muller et al. state, "There are several merits to using the concept of social licence as a guideline for ethical governance. Firstly, it fits the novel scale of data-related risks; secondly, it focuses attention on trustworthiness; and finally, it offers co-creation as a way forward. Greater trust can be achieved in the governance of data-intensive health research by highlighting strategic dialogue with both patients contributing the data, and the public in general. Indeed, it is of great importance that social licence involves strategic dialogue. "Strategic dialogue with both patients contributing the data, and the public in general" can build more trust in the governance of HRBDR. To that effect, "we must follow and contribute to the societal discussion of privacy norms." As mentioned above, Baird and Schuller argue that improved interdisciplinary discussion along with considering "auditing, benchmarking, confidence and trust and explainability and interpretability" can mitigate "data-based AI ethical concerns."
show promising preventive results in prevention, diagnosis and therapy, and is expected to improve the development of the so-called personalized medicine. The term “big data” has not yet been clearly defined. Volume, velocity and variety are mentioned among the most common characteristics for defining “big data”. Big data research constitutes a novel and particular ecosystem in the health care and a new context in the health care ethics. The already existing ethical principles and concepts need to be revisited in the new health-related big data research context. From publicly available data or data that are not health related may result, wittingly or unwittingly in the big data research process, health-related and/or sensitive personally identifiable information. Importantly, even when people do not know things about others, they make inferences about them. To that effect, various encryption algorithms have been proposed, among other things. Given that big data is usually stored in centralized infrastructures, decentralization using blockchain techniques is strongly recommended to increase transparency and democratization. Traditional research ethics notions such as privacy/privacy protection, ownership, minimal risk, participant/data subject, confidentiality, fair subject selection and informed consent are to be reconsidered. Broad consent has been widely discussed as alternative to traditional specific informed consent. Nevertheless, forms of dynamic consent are reasonably thought as being a more satisfying solution. Importantly, health-related big data research not only exacerbates traditional research ethics issues, but also creates new ethical issues such those related to trust and trustworthiness and public values such as reciprocity, transparency, inclusivity and common good. In this point of view, ethical governance of health-related big data research is problematic. Formal regulation lacks, not suffices or is not applicable in the particular ecosystem HRBDR. Legal framework, guidelines and ethical oversight practices differ from country to country. In the available literature it is highlighted the role of the so-called “soft-law” in ethical governance of health-related big data research. Ethical review committees in their current form are ill-suited to provide exclusive ethical oversight on health-related big data projects. Expanding ethical review committees’ purview and members’ expertise, as well as creating novel oversight bodies by promoting a co-governance system including public and all the stakeholders involved and reviewing all the stages of research are strongly recommended. Co-governance can improve trustworthiness among other things. Ensuring trust and confidentiality, and especially the trust of potential data subjects in science, is highlighted in the health-related big data research ethics. Most importantly, the mechanism of “social licence” can serve as a guideline for ethical governance of health-related big data research. Social licence refers to the informal permissions granted to researchers by society to carry out a particular set of research. Lines of distinction between research and practice, facts and values, public and individual healthcare have become blurred and porous in the context of health-related big data research. In the HRBDR context there is a lot of ignorance and uncertainty. High-stakes decisions are often made under uncertainty. Algorithmic decision-making may yield biased decisions or discrimination, for instance if the underlying data used by the algorithm are not representative, inadvertently or by using stigmatizing terms. In that regard, it should be highlighted that the machine learning algorithms and the artificial intelligence models that are used in decision making are highly complex and, in some cases, opaque. To address many concerns associated with justice, a fair distribution of risks and benefits to all research participants and the public at large is required, especially when it comes to big data-driven research involving low- and middle-income countries. Interdisciplinarity is highlighted in the health-related big data research context. Improved interdisciplinary dialogue along with considering aspects like auditing, benchmarking, confidence and trust and explainability and interpretability may address concerns related to the use of AI in health-related big data research. Research ethics shifts towards a population-based model of ethics.
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